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AbstraCt 

o;oNLINEAR TOROIDAL PLASMA DYNAMICS BY REDUCED FLUID MODELS. 
. Fluid models are presented which generalize reduced MHD by allowing for compressibility, 
Finite Larmor Radius, and long mean free path in toroidal geometry. The Hamiltonian structure of the 
models leads to a generalized energy principle for determining linear and nonlinear MHD stability of 

uilibria with flows and Finite Larmor Radius effects. Neoclassical effects from the long mean free 
;Ih lead to new dissipative terms giving rotation damping, bootstrap currents and the Ware pinch. Rota
tion damping from non-ambipolar transport in stellarators can lead to self-consistent plasma currents'. 

.. wl1ich strongly reduce or "heal" steady-state magnetic stochasticity (e.g., from coil errors or 
pfirsch-Schliiter currents). The bootstrap current in tokamaks causes the growth of nonlinear magnetic 
isllUlds in the Rutherford regime. Thus, otherwise stable moderate mode number islands can potentially 
overlap, with serious detriment to confinement. 

INTRODUCTION 

We present models that generalize reduced MHD by allowing for compress
ibility, Finite Larmor Radius, and long mean free path. The Hamiltonian 
structure of the models leads to a significantly generalized energy principle. 

, Applications include linear and nonlinear instabilities and results regarding 
self·consistent magnetic stochasticity. 

1. MORE REALISTIC FLUID MODELS 

A. COllventional high f3 reduced MHD[l] contains three fields: the poloidal 
flux function "p, a velocity stream function r/>, and pressure p. To allow for 

t compressible flows, we add parallel velocity. Previous Alfvenic normaliza
tions are used[l]. FLR terms enter proportional to a parameter 6, defined 
so that. the normalized diamagnetic velocity (cT/neB)z X "Vn/evA is equal 

to 6£ X "Vp. We also define [Ql' Q2] = Z • "VQl X "VQ2, "VIIQ = ~ - ["p, Q], 
F = ¢> + k6p, W = "Vi F, J = "Vi"p, with k = Ti/Te • The conserved energy 
is 

(1) 

149 
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We therefore write the four-field model with the terms needed for .-. ~ 
ergy conservatIOn on the left, and higher order FLR terms needed to b 
Hamiltonian on the right. e 

H' + [F, W]-6kV'. (p, V'F] + V'IIJ + (1 + k)[h,p] 

=(kO,B/2){ - 26(1 + k)V'~.rh,pJ- V'i VII(v + 261) 

+ kOV'2[P + 2,Bh, WJ} (2) 

~+V'IIF-6(1+k)V'IIP+k62,BV'IIW=O (3) 

P + [F,p] + ,8V'1I{1' + 26J) - 2,8 [h, F - (I + Id6p] = ~!62,8[p + 2(311., W] (4) 

i, +[F - kp,1'] + ~(1 + k)V'IIP = -~~b [v,2i3h + k6 2 i3V'lP - 26,BW] 
2 

(5) 

where h gives the effects of curvature; h is the normalized distance in the 
direction outward from the torus; 

B. In modem tokamaks the collisional mean free path exceeds the device 
size. Nonetheless, fluid equations can be rigorously derived to describe the 
region near a rational surface. The calculation uses kinetic t.beory toget.her 
with a systematic two-scale expansion in the parallel gradient-s, and is simi· 
lar in spirit to previous MHD analysis by Glasser et al. and Kot.schenreut.her \ 
et al. For simplicity we use an aspect ratio expansion and plat.eau collisional· 
ity. For maximum generality, we include FLR effects, parallel compressibility, 
resistive flux diffusion in the inner layer, semicollisionalit.y, rot.at.ion damping 
of parallel velocity, nonlinear convection and nonlinear modificat.ions of t.he 
equilibrium field. A maximal ordering t.o systematically include all the above, 
in which all quantities are ordered in terms of €, is: .::\r "" PP' pp/r '" e2, 

w '" €2Vi/R,,B '" €2, Bp/B '" €, I/~R/ve '" €, Jm.e/m i '" E, where .::\r, r, Vi, 

and Pp are the layer width, minor radius, ion thennaI velocit.y and poloidal 
gyroradius. 

. The final fluid equations have non-dissipative and dissipative terms u~u· 
ally found in slab models, but also additional dissipative terms giving rota· 
tion danlping, bootstrap currents, and the Ware pinch; similar effects were 
previously found by Callen and Shaing[2J. The dissipation-free terms are, 
in fact, the same as those on the left sides of Eqs. (2)-(5), but. with h = 0 
(also, the terms on the right do not. occur-they are higher order). The neW 
neoclassical terms in Eqs. (2) and (5) are 

. a (aF ) W + ... = -1/ 8r 8r + ev (6) 
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• .n (aF ,) v + ... = -01.1 &r + e V (7) 

r an axisymmetric tokamak with nearly circular surfaces, v = V7r{3iq, (} = 
/~ the rat.io of poloidal t.o toroidal field. We have general expressions for 
on_circular non-symmetric geometries, which are omitted due to space. 

n The vorticity is damped at a rate 11, and the parallel velocit.y is damped 
at a rat.e 88'11 '" f2 11• For moderate {3, the rot.ation damping term is much 
larger than the usual inertial term in Eq. (2). For axisymmetry the damping 
termS tend to equilibrate both F and v to satisfy V = - () - 1 a F I &r, as in equi
lihrium neoclassical theory. The toroidal angular momentwll is conserved by 

. the damping terms for axisYIllIlletry. In a st.ellarator, 18'1 .> IHI. Theil the 
damping t.erms t.end t.o make bot.h F and t7 vanish. This also is t.he ("ondi
tion ill equilibrium neoclassical t.heory, where the ions are electrost.at.ically 
confined. 

The Ohms' Law and pressure evolut ion, Eqs. (3) and (4), have lleoclas~ 
sica] dissipat.ive terms 

. [8 a (8F )] 1/' + ... = TJ J + a &r (1 + ~~)p - '6 8r + ell (8) 

(9) 

For equilibrated ion flows, these give a boot.strap current and Ware pinch 
in agreement wit.h equilibrium neoclassical theory. For plat.eau ('ollisionalit.y, 
CI '" fV~ / RlI~. 

2. ENERGY PRINCIPLES FOR NONLINEAR STABILITY 
Here we present generalizations of the ideal MHD energy principle, 6W, for 
fluid and kinet.ic models, that can handle equilibrium flow and FLR effects. 

Consider a noncanonical Hamiltonian system with field variable I(z, t). 
Functionals called Casimirs exist for such systems, which are constants of the 
motion. (For example, in t.he Vlasov equat.ion with distribut.ion function I, 
f d:r duG(f) is const.ant. for any function G.) Denot.e such a Casimir by CU], 
and denot.e the Hamiltonian by H(JJ. It. has previously been shown[3,4} t.hat 
for each Casimir C, an equilibrium can be found by solving 6~VJ = 6~yJ, 
where bibi means functional differentiation wit·h respect. to I. Consider 
perturbations bi away from 10. We have 

(10) 
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H [fo + 6/] - H[Jo] = J dz ~~ 6/ 

1 J. 62 H + 2 dz 6 J2 6/2 + Higher order terms (11) 

Now we can obtain the change in energy from a perturbation 6/. Since the !' 

system is constrained by CU) = constant, the OIlly accessible perturbations I 

are those where the left side of Eq. (10) vanishes. Then by the equilibriulll' 
condition we have that the change in H at. const.ant Casimir C L1H I is , c' 

H I 1 J 62 (H - C) 2· . 
L1 c = 2 dz 6 J2. 6/ + Higher order terms 

and we define F = H - C to be the free energy for accessible perturbations. 
As expected, the perturbed energy is second order in 6/. Also note that the 
energy released or absorbed t.o creat.e an allowable perturbati?n 6/ depends 
on the equilibrium through C. 

If 62 F is posit.ive definite, then all accessible sma.ll perturbations 6 fin
crease H. Since H is conserved, no small pert.urbation can grow indefinitely, 
and we have both linear and nonlinear stabilit.y for small 6/. (Technically 
this only implies formal stability, but the step from formal to nonlinear sta
bility is usually straightforward[3,4].) 

Note t.hat we have not considered the linearized equations of motion to 
come to this conclusion. The linearized equations depend 011 both H and 
the Poisson bracket.' The latter can be quite complicated for noncanonica] 
systems. 

If 62 F is indefinite, then either there is a linear instability or a linearly , 
stable negative energy wave (or direction in function space). It. is not possible 
to determine which without considering the Poisson bracket. Nonetheless, 
llote that a linearly stable negative energy wave can lead to serious nonlinear 
instabilities. For example, explosive instabilities are possible in Hamiltonian 
systems with three interacting waves with resonant frequencies. More com
plicated nonlinear phenomena are also possible in continuous media; these 
are currently under investigation. The important point is that when 62 F is 
indefinite, an instability of some kind is likely. 

Negative energy waves can also· be found in simple cases by applying 
the Brillouin-Laue condition wae/aw < O. We can show that. this condition 
must agree with 62 F. However, e can only be easily defined in wlifonn I 

homogeneous media. Dielectric response theory in non-homogeneous media 
is very lengthy or intractable. The free energy functional 62 F is far more 
practical in such cases. 

Thus, we believe that 62 F is a better tool than linear spectral theory to 
find t.he t.otal instability potential of many configurations. 
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an example we consider reduced low f3 MHD with poloidal flow. 
AS we wish to consider stability of cylindrically symmetric equilibria 

5uppose rbations wit.h a give~ helicity. Let X be the relevant helical flux, 
10 !e~t~ 1'2/2qo' The Casimirs are J l!(1/J)dx and J UG('rf.'), for arbitrary 
\ -, sHand G, The free energy F IS 
{unctIOn 

F==.//Vl. (x+ ;:o)r + IVt/>1
2

+H(X)+UG(x)dx (12) 

ui]ibria are given by Vi (x + 1'2/ 8qo) == H' (X) + Vi GG', e/> = G(X)' To 
£q '!Ie stability, take the second variation and rearrange terms to get 
eXamI 

62F == J (IV6t/> - VG'hxl
2 + 1\7h>.:12 (1- 0'2) 

(13) 

~u inst.ability or negative energy wave exists if liZ F can be made negative. 
To minimize liZ F, choose lie/> to make the first. term vanish. The minimiz
iug 6x. can be found by standard techniques, e.g., solve the relevant Eulers 
equation, or for an approximate answer, insert trial funct.ions and vary their 
paraJllf't.ers, etc. 

For equilibria wit.hout flow, G == 0, the Eulers equation is equivalent to 
Ibe small aspect. rat.io bUl result for ideal kinks; t.he second term gives the 
stabilizing influence of line bending, and the E" term gives the destabilizing 
influence of current. gradients. We see t.hat the nonlinear stability wit.h flow 
call be found by a similar Eulers equation; no qualitatively new features arise 
in the mathematical analysis given Eq. (13). 

3. APPLICATIONS 

A. Large self-consistent plasma current.s can arise in magnetic stochast.ic
ity and islands when the neoclassical transport. is not int.rinsically ambipo
lar. Here we consider only steady-stat.e stochasticity (from non-axisymmetric 
equilibrium Pfirsch-Schliiter currents or coils). 

Let us estimate the size of the self-consistent parallel currents alld fields 
from radial electron diffusion in stochasticit.y. Resonant magnetic pertur
bations hBr = cBjnd + 6Bext arise on an integrable background field 13, 
due to both an external agent (i.e. field coils or Pfirsch-Schliit.er currents) 
and the induced plasma response. The flux average radial elect.roll current. 
from parallel motion in the stochasticity is (j~) = < 6heBr/ B). Breaking 
this int.o t.he various helicities, which we label by perpendicular wavellumber 

~, (j~) = '£k ( 6jiik DB: / B). The motion of electrons in a stochastic field 

IS only correlated with the resonant. harmonic near its respective rat.ional 
surface; call the distance Llxc • Thus, at a given radius, only tenns from 
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nearly rational surfaces contribute. Denot.e t.he typical spacing between th 
rational surfaces by A; then -:1:r:c /A harmonics contribute at a given pointe 
and if all resonant harmonics have roughly the sanle amplit ude we hav' I 

u:) '" (-:1:r: c /A)6Bk/B6jl,k. The induced magnetic perturbation call b; r 
simply computed using the "constant 1/.," approximation, which here implies I 

(..1' /k) c5B:;'d = {4rr/c} J d:r:6j lT '" (4rr/c}6jIT -:1:r: c • Self-consistency is impor. 
'tant when 6Bind ;::: 6Br , which gives the criterion 

(14) 

A neoclassical ion current arises because the magnetic stochasticity 
changes the radial electric field. Equal radial electron and iOIl current Occurs, 
For typical reactor parameters and ion transport levels consistent with the I 

Lawson criterion, self-consistency is important for 6B / B '" 10- 2 , which call 
cause very large overlapping islands. 

i\lore detailed analysis of hath t.he single helicit.y and multihelicit.y cast's 
reveals t,hat. t.he self-consist.ent. currents cause t.he resonant. perturbat.ioll to I 

be sllielcled out., and t.hus islands and st.ochasticit.y are "healed" ill steady stat~ 
if tl)(' inequality in P3) is sat.isfied. 

B. The bootstrap current. t.erm in Ohm's Law can cause magnetic islands 
t.o grow ill tilt:' Hut.herford regime. For sufficient.ly large islands, t.he vort.icit.y 
equation.implies VII} = 0, and} is a flux funcf.ion, so as in previous analysis , 
the current. can be found by t.aking t.he flux average of Ohm's Law. Also, I 

the pressure becomes a flux function because of parallel convect.ion by sound 
waves. The pressure profile is found as in Appendix A of Ref. 6. 

We obtain the following evolution equat.ion for ..:la', t.he island width 

(15) 

where J(] == 1.6. )"2 == 6, and S' =q2/r (dq/dr). For small islauds the I 

bootst.rap current t.erm dominates and the island grows. :For -:1' < 0, the 

d . I d 'dth' . b A K 2 • ' ",(dPjdz) stea y-stat.e IS an WI ' ]S gIven Y..:.J.:r: = A" 

This is similar to previous results for unst.able interchanges[5,6]. Thus, 
as in that case, island overlap always occurs if islands up t.o sufficiently high I 

mode numbers are considered[6]. For typical parameters and /3 "" 1%, island 
overlap occurs for islands with m '" 5 - 10. 

One must keep in mind t.hat the above calculation is only valid for 
single helicity islands; t.he dynamics may change considerably as overlap is 
approached. If islands significantly overlap, the stochastic diffusion can be 
crudely estimated from the quasilinear formula; for {3 ;::: 1 %, thf' confinement. 
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, rat.ion is significant. for current. and fut.lIre devices and rapidly worsens 

J 
delerJO . 
with increasmg (3. . 

l ' We find that the shear Alfven resonant. mode is destabilized by gradients 
~. the equilibrium w.-profile. Significantly, its growth. rate dominates the 
,n . Jg Jllode for either large w. or low shear and depends only weakly on I lean;esist.ivit.y, I ex: TJI/4. Thus, it should predominate in readors. The 
,he '1" . ddt f AI 

d 's stabl lty JS m epen en 0 ~. 
,)10 e 

I\tlJllerical st.udies of the m = 1 tearing mode show that it cont.inues 
D· onential growth well int.o t.he nonlinear regime. We have an analyt.ic 
e;porv explaining this. Space does not allow a full discussion of this, but. the 
"~nl~Y reason for the rapid growth of the m = 1 mode is that its island size 
~~)ends linearly on the ma~netic fiuxpert.urbatioll. 
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